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The global nuclear renaissance, re-emergence of nuclear security threats and the limitations of classical nu-
clear forensics methods calls for innovative approaches for detecting the illicit trafficking of nuclear and
radiological material. A unique synergy for direct, rapid trace quantitative analysis and imaging is enabled by
combining machine learning and laser based spectroscopy and imaging techniques. Imaging spectrometry is
spectroscopy pursued in the image domain (especially where the sample material is limited and the maximum
amount of information needs to be probed more rapidly in two and three dimensions). The methods are tar-
geted for their versatility, high sensitivity, speed, simple operation and in situ capabilities. These techniques
have capacity to investigate nuclear or radiological material for its isotopic and elemental composition, geom-
etry, and microstructure (as each step in the fuel cycle creates and/or modifies these signatures). At Nairobi
we are investigating the potential of exploiting laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) spectral/imaging
and laser Raman spectromicroscopy techniques to noninvasively determine the trace elemental and isotopic
composition of nuclear materials and in the assessment of isotopic signatures of nuclear and concomitant ele-
ments in the environment. The main attributes targeted are the uranium isotopics (234U, 235U, 236U, 238U) as
well as to identify attribution indicators, age (chronometry), intended use, enrichment process used to create
the material, method of production, and identity of the reactor in which it was used. We are using these tech-
niques in responding to environmental releases of nuclear (NORM) materials and illicit trafficking activities
in our region, which involve both radioactive ‘conflict’minerals like coltan and counterfeit materials, and in
responding to suspect trafficking activities. We use machine learning for mining (management, analysis and
visualization) of the extensive data sets and for extracting relevant information from the complex spectral
measurements as it affords multivariate data reduction in a graphical interface which permits visualization
of relationships between samples characterized by multiple measured variables and also exploratory analy-
ses. We report on the progress of this new research line at Nairobi. We have found that machine learning
LIBS methodology represents a promising tool of nuclear forensics. We reconstructed the isotopic composi-
tion of high background radiation area (HBRA) derived uranium ores, analyzed and imaged uranium levels
in uranium hexafluoride, and interpreted natural variability between isotopes in uranium ores using machine
learning thus advancing towards understanding the mechanisms that cause the differences, and to source ap-
portionment. We have developed advanced machine learning tools for spectral and image processing, which
reduce the need for expensive signal to noise reduction in techniques. The prospect of direct analysis for REE
determination using LIBS is particularly promising as discriminating characteristics like total actinide content,
isotopics, metallic and non-trace elemental data are amenable to the method: origin of uranium deposits may
be revealed. REE patterns are also very specific to each uranium deposit type and can thus directly reflect the
conditions of its genesis and are therefore efficient tools for constraining the geological models of uranium
deposits as well as for genetically discriminating new uranium discoveries, a starting point in the fight against
nuclear trafficking. Microstructural features obtained from laser Raman spectromicroscopy are also proving
informative: Because of its inherent characteristics, the small sample size and the nondestructive nature of
the method, the Raman scattering technique represent a significant spectrometry in making stable isotope
ratio measurements. This research line supports our educational efforts under INSEN since 2013 to develop
courseware to be incorporated into the Nuclear Security education program to start at Nairobi in the near
future.
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